“We training pilots to become aviation leaders”

Military Training Program
(MTP)

The “Gold Standard” for training mission-ready pilots
USATS provides initial, intermediate and advanced military helicopter training to U.S. and
Allied Nations based on U.S. Government standards parallel to those found at U.S. Military
Service flight schools.

USATS Differentiators
More than 32 years of experience training pilots
Ab-initio, intermediate and advanced programs
Dedicated academic team and flight instructors
Large facility with decicated flight ops
Full logistic support
Safety Management System
Partnerships at strategic, operational and tactical levels

usatsflighttraining.com | info@usatsolutions.com | +1 800-686-4080

Initial Entry Rotary-Wing (IERW)
Overview
A state-of-the-art initial qualification course, which has
been designed based on the successful and proven US
Army Helicopter Training System.
This course seamlessly integrates the military approach
with the best helicopter training techniques. Also, the
course is taught in an aviation environment that preserves
the customs and characteristics of military culture. The
course is divided into 4 phases with a strong emphasis on
Crew Resource Management (CRM).
The primary phase allows the pilot to learn basic,
intermediate, and advanced maneuvers in combination
with the aeronautical knowledge required to operate a
helicopter.
The instrument phase allows the pilot to learn the attitude
flying with reference to flight instruments, and the take-off,
en-route flight, approach and landing procedures under
the instrument flight rules.
The daytime tactical operations phase teaches pilots
mission-oriented operation, which includes mission
planning, multi-aircraft operations, and low-level navigation
techniques. The night-time tactical operations phase
teaches pilots the skills and knowledge necessary to
operate in the demanding night environment and qualifies
pilots for flight with NVGs.

Course Features
•

Conducted in Titusville, FL, USA

•

Phases; Primary, Instrument, Tactical
Operations during day and night with
NVGs

•

Modeled under the standards of the
United States Department of State
and Department of Defense

•

Tailorable to obtain FAA Licenses as
per customer request

•

Conducted by experienced former
military instructors with FAA CFI/CFII
certifications
Standardized Courses tailorable to
fit specific training requirements
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Qualified Helicopter Instructor (QHI)
Overview
This course qualifies the pilot to instruct beginning,
intermediate, and advanced students in all aspects
of helicopter flight, with a strong emphasis on flight
safety.
USATS has designed the course to qualify instructor
pilots based on their experience interacting with the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and the military
training systems; therefore, it trains pilots in the
fundamentals of instruction (FOI) and instructional
methods (MOI) using the best and most current
educational practices.
The course includes theoretical and practical
training, in both roles, as a student pilot and as a
flight instructor. The pilot will be qualified to provide
instruction during the day and night, under visual and
instrument flight conditions.
Likewise, flight training is developed based on our
Flight Training Manual, which considers the concepts
of student-centred, competency-based, learning
blocks, and it is focused on transferable skills and
integration of theoretical and practical training.
The flight instructor training program also includes
additional options to be qualified as an Instrument
flight instructor, NVGs flight instructor, and High
Altitude/ Mountain Flying instructor.

Course Features
•

Conducted in Titusville, FL, USA

•

Special Focus: Aeronautical Decision
Making, Risk Management, Threat
and Error Management, Cockpit and
Crew Resource Management

•

Modeled under the standards of the
United States Department of State
and Department of Defense and
United Kingdom’s Armed Services

•

Conducted by experienced former
military instructors with FAA CFI/CFII
certifications
Standardized Courses tailorable to
fit specific training requirements
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Night Vision Goggles (NVG)
Overview
The Night Vision Goggles course is designed to teach
the pilot how to maximize the use of technology, as
well as an understanding and appreciation of the
inherent benefits and limitations of operating near
the infrared (IR) spectrum.
Pilots will learn the complexity of this type of
operations. In addition, pilots will master the skills
to compensate for visual field and visual acuity
limitations, as well as techniques for distance
estimation and night adaptation.
The course allows the pilot to learn the techniques
to perform the basic, intermediate and advanced
flight maneuvers utilizing NVGs.
The course also encompasses the study of human
physiology applied to the night environment, which
includes sleep requirements and circadian rhythms
so that pilots are aware of when they are at the
peak performance and identify the point where their
performance is most low, and the occurrence of
accidents is more frequent.
The pilot will complete this course with an
understanding of the human interface with
technology, flight techniques with NVGs, as well
as the benefits it offers by improving situational
awareness during night flight.

Course Features
•

Conducted in Titusville, FL, USA

•

Special Focus: Aeronautical Decision
Making, Risk Management, Threat
and Error Management, Cockpit and
Crew Resource Management

•

Modeled under the standards of the
United States Department of State
and Department of Defense

•

Conducted by experienced former
military instructors with FAA CFI/CFII
certifications
Standardized Courses tailorable to
fit specific training requirements
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High Altitude Training aka Mountain Flying (HAT)
Overview
This is an advanced level mission-oriented course
designed to teach the pilot to operate helicopters
in high-altitude density and/or mountain operational
environments during the day and at night with night
vision goggles (NVGs).
The theoretical part includes the factors that affect
this type of operation, planning and execution,
techniques used for simulated training, and the
considerations for operating at night with night
vision goggles.
The flight part comprises mission planning, preflight preparation, and flight techniques for take-off,
en-route flight, approach, and landing on different
types of terrain and landing areas.
The course incorporates the methodology for
the analysis of the wind and terrain, the aircraft
power management techniques, the techniques to
take advantage of the wind flow; as well as, pay
special attention to the cockpit and crew resource
management.
Our approach emphasizes the use of checklists for
the execution of procedures for each phase of flight,
all designed to operate efficiently and safely within
this challenging operational environment.

Course Features
•
•

•
•

Conducted in Minden, NV, USA
Training
delivered
in
the
Sierra
Nevada
Mountains,
a challenging and realistic
operational environment, with
altitudes ranging from 6,000 feet
to 11,000 feet
Modeled under the standards of
the United States Army - HAATS
Conducted
by
experienced
former military instructors with
FAA CFI/CFII certifications
Standardized Courses tailorable to
fit specific training requirements
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External-Load and Aerial Firefighting Operations (ELT/AFF)
Overview
This course provides the fundamentals for
performing external-load operations. It is designed
to provide the techniques for hover flight with vertical
reference and long line flight. Also, this course is the
basis for aerial firefighting operations with “Bambi
Bucket” which is an additional training option.
The course combines techniques for wind and
terrain analysis, aircraft power management, hitch
and unhitch techniques, and flight techniques for
vertical climb and descent, take-off, controlled flight,
and landing, with different types of load.
The course emphasizes pre-mission planning,
inspection of the operating area, communication
with the ground crew, operation and inspection of
cargo cables and hooks, slings and cargo nets,
as well as procedures with Bambi Bucket when
performing firefighting operations.
Finally, the course pays special attention to risk
management and threat and error management,
which includes the technique of recovery of load
oscillations and release when necessary, as
fundamental elements to guarantee safety in this
type of operations.

Course Features
•
•

•

Conducted in Titusville, FL, USA
Special Focus: Aeronautical
Decision
Making,
Risk
Management, Threat and Error
Management, Cockpit and Crew
resource Management
Conducted
by
experienced
former military instructors with
FAA CFI/CFII certifications
Standardized Courses tailorable to
fit specific training requirements
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Search and Rescue Operations (SAR)
Overview
This is an introductory course to search and rescue
operations that provides the necessary foundations
to carry out this type of operations with larger aircraft
in different operational environments.
The course combines the en-route flight to the
search area, search patterns, reconnaissance and
landing techniques in areas limited by obstacles,
hover flight with vertical reference, and simulated
procedures for lowering and lifting bunks.
The course emphasizes pre-mission planning, the
use of radio navigation equipment, visual and radio
communication with the search and rescue ground
team, aircraft power management, and wind and
terrain analysis.
Finally, the course pays special attention to risk
management, threat and error management,
and cockpit and crew resource management, as
fundamental elements to guarantee safety in this
type of operations.

Course Features
•
•

•

Conducted in Titusville, FL, USA
Special Focus: Aeronautical
Decision
Making,
Risk
Management, Threat and Error
Management, Cockpit and Crew
Resource Management
Conducted
by
experienced
former military instructors with
FAA CFI/CFII certifications
Standardized Courses tailorable to
fit specific training requirements
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Aircraft Safety and Emergencies Training (EMER)
Overview
The course is designed to develop the ability to
safely detect, manage and respond to abnormal
situations and/or emergencies during the flight.
The course combines the 3P model (perceive,
process, perform) with the ANC model (aviate,
navigate, communicate) as a thought guide to
deal with these situations and/or emergencies.
The course also places special emphasis on risk
management, threat and error management, and
cockpit and crew resource management.
This course employs a combination of tools
including class discussion, simulated chair flight,
flight simulator, and aircraft flight. In addition, the
course considers two types of roles, as a pilot flying
alone or as part of a flight crew.
Finally, the course uses scenario-based training
technique and real-case analysis, which enables
pilots to be prepared to respond to abnormal
situations and/or emergencies of greater complexity
or difficulty during air operations

Course Features
•
•

•

Conducted in Titusville, FL, USA
Special Focus: Aeronautical
Decision
Making,
Risk
Management, Threat and Error
Management, Cockpit and Crew
Resource Management
Conducted
by
experienced
former military instructors with
FAA CFI/CFII certifications
Standardized Courses tailorable to
fit specific training requirements
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Instrument Flying (INST)
Overview
This course is designed to prepare the pilot for the
flight with reference to the aircraft’s instruments
and to react correctly when inadvertently entering
instrument flight meteorological conditions (IIMC).
The course is divided into two phases, basic and
advanced instrument flight.
The basic instrument flight phase allows the pilot
to learn attitude flight, cross-checking, instrument
interpretation, and aircraft control during straight and
level flight, climbing and descending, and turning.
The advanced instrument flight phase allows
the pilot to learn instrument take-off, instrument
navigation, and procedures for making precision
and non-precision approaches, as well as landing
transitions.
Finally, the course emphasizes flight planning and
preparation and the application of the concepts of
risk management and threat and error management.

Course Features
•
•

•

Conducted in Titusville, FL, USA
Special Focus: Aeronautical
Decision
Making,
Risk
Management, Threat and Error
Management, Cockpit and Crew
Resource Management
Conducted
by
experienced
former military instructors with
FAA CFI/CFII certifications
Standardized Courses tailorable to
fit specific training requirements
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Aircraft Qualification Course (AQC)
Overview
This course provides training to qualify as a Pilotin-Command for a specific aircraft type and model.
The course is divided into two phases, academic
training and flight training.
The academic training phase provides the required
knowledge about the systems, limitations and
operation of the aircraft.
The flight training phase provides hands-on training
on the flight tasks and maneuvers required to be
qualified as a pilot-in-command.
The course could also include flight simulator training
as appropriate and/or required for qualification on
the aircraft selected for training.
The course is taught in accordance with the
standards of the United States Department of State
and Department of Defense, as applicable.
This course is offered on the USATS fleet, and
on other aircraft upon customer request, such as
the following helicopters: UH-1 I/II, UH-1N, Bell
212/412, MD 500/530, and UH- 60.

Course Features
•
•

•

Conducted in Titusville, FL, USA
Special Focus: Aeronautical
Decision
Making,
Risk
Management, Threat and Error
Management, Cockpit and Crew
Resource Management
Conducted
by
experienced
former military instructors with
FAA CFI/CFII certifications
Standardized Courses tailorable to
fit specific training requirements
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Helicopter Underwater Egress Training (HUET)
Overview
This course allows students wto learn survival
techniques and procedures when an aircraft has a
forced landing in deep water.
The course provides students with the theoretical
instruction and practical training necessary to take
the respective assessment.
All personnel participating in this course must be
physically and mentally fit. Prior to the start of the
course, students are evaluated to determine their
swimming skills, which will allow us to make the
necessary accommodations for the development of
the practical training.
The course encompasses the review of various
areas, such as life raft operation, personal flotation
device, cold water physiology, and the use of the
aircraft emergency exits.
Finally, this course is a requirement to fly over
water in firefighting operations, search and rescue
operations, transport missions and other missions
that require long-term flight over the sea and large
lakes.

Course Features
•
•

•

Conducted
in
Youngsville,
Louisiana, USA
Special
focus:
Lift
Raft
Operations, Personal Flotation
Device, Cold Water Physiology,
with ground and practical training
Conducted
by
certified
instructors with vast experience

Standardized Courses tailorable to
fit specific training requirements
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Hypoxia Prevention within a High Altitude Chamber (HAC)
Overview
This course educates pilots about the dangers of
hypoxia during flight. The course is developed in a
hyperbaric chamber, which allows simulating flight
conditions at high altitudes.
The course teaches how to recognize the signs and
sensations of the onset of hypoxia, how to prevent
a situation that renders you unable to control flight,
the actions in case of cabin decompression, and
the importance of using the oxygen mask in these
cases.
This course is taught in small groups using simplified
flight simulators within the hyperbaric chamber.
Pilots communicate with ATC while climbing at a
rate of 1,500 feet per minute, to allow individual
exploration of the signs and sensations of hypoxia.
The course includes a conference, pre-flight
orientation, high-altitude training and an individual
review of pilots’ sensations in different scenarios.

Course Features
•
•

•

Conducted in Melbourne, FL,
USA
Special focus: Prevention of
Hypoxia, Cabin Decompression
during flight and Oxygen Mask
donning
protocol,
Hypoxia
symptoms and corrective actions
Conducted
by
qualified
instructors
and
medical
personnel with vast experience
Standardized Courses tailorable to
fit specific training requirements
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